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Inspire to design
Looking for inspiration? There is a lot to consider when designing your new kitchen or bathroom - it’s
an exciting time with many choices and decisions to be
made.
To assist you in this process, Caesarstone has teamed up
with Niemann SA - South Africa’s leading manufacturer
of cabinet doors - to help you create a design that makes
a lasting impression.

How to use this guide
This guide provides two kitchen door colour suggestions
which have been chosen by our team of expert designers
to help you create a stunning tonal or contrasting scheme
from each of the Caesarstone countertop colours.

About Caesarstone
Caesarstone is the original quartz surface manufacturing
company, and also the name of our luxury engineered
quartz surface product. Caesarstone quartz surfaces are
ideal for virtually any interior surface from kitchen countertops, bathroom vanities and stairs, to wall panelling
and interior furniture. Order Caesarstone samples online
at www.interslab.co.za

About Niemann SA
Niemann invites you to be inspired by the broad spectrum of products from their collection. Choose from a
wide selection of designs and surfaces, available in various thickness, offering endless design possibilities. The
diverse range of edging solutions round off the already
broad offering. Order Niemann samples via email at
admin@niemannsa.co.za.
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Jet Black 3100
*Shade, movement and graining of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.

Supernatural
collection

Supernatural combines the spirit of nature
with the higher performance of Caesarstone;
a range that mirrors the complexity, emotion
and uniqueness of natural stone while
delivering superior quality and durability.

Montblanc 5043
20mm, polished

New

Named after the most famous and highest mountain in the Alps, Montblanc captures the essence
of Europe’s sweeping, romantic, snow-covered
peaks. With a pale grey background and a flurry
of dark-grey veins, applying Montblanc in your
interior will create a nature-inspired statement.

matched with:

Frosty Carrina 5141
20mm, polished

Inspired by white marble, Frosty Carrina
captures the elegance of this timeless surface.
With a crisp, white background and pale grey
veins, Frosty Carrina Caesarstone is the classic
choice.

Kristall Hellgrau
(Gloss or Satina)

Textured U1200
Volcanic Black

matched with:

Noble Grey 5211
20mm, polished
Pianovo Matt
U1191 Graubraun

Textured
H336 Castello

With majestic, marble-inspired veining on a
pale grey base, Noble Grey offers the look of
classic marble with all the durability of Caesarstone surfaces. Perfect for kitchen countertops, backsplashes and bathroom vanities, create a look of luxury with this superb surface.

matched with:

Bianco Drift 6131
20mm, polished

With a light dusting of sparkles amidst intricate,
cream, white and grey veins, Bianco Drift
is Caesarstone’s most magical surface.
Create a feminine, dreamy interior with
Bianco Drift in your kitchen, bathroom
or any interior you can think of.

Textured R4264
Grey Oak

matched with:

*Shade, movement and graining of actual

Textile FA41
Delave Penelope

Pianovo Gloss
U741 Lava

product may vary from sample or image.
We recommend that you select your preferred
slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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Kristall Anthracite
(Gloss or Satina)

Moorland Fog 6046

Symphony Grey 5133

Moorland Fog is one of our most vivacious and
dramatic designs. With concentrated, organic
veining in shades of elegant taupe and oyster
grey, Moorland Fog offers a nature-inspired
surface in a neutral palette that will steal the
show in whichever application it’s used.

A multi-faceted surface, Symphony Grey combines subtle movement and organic patterning
to create a grey-taupe backdrop with elegant,
creamy criss-cross veins in the foreground.
Symphony Grey offers an earthy, artistic surface on which to style your surrounds.

matched with:

matched with:

20mm, polished

New

Acrylux 0113Z
Cappucino

20mm, polished

Textured LM32
Pienie Stratus

Kristall Magnolia
(Gloss or Satina)

Tuscan Dawn 5104

Vanilla Noir 5100

Taupe and tawny hues create the backdrop
for fine, creamy veins in each slab of Tuscan
Dawn. With a clear nod to natural marble,
Tuscan Dawn epitomises warmth and classic
restraint and will perfectly complement design
schemes with cream and yellow undertones.

Vanilla Noir is a dramatic, black surface that
carries intense, off-white veins. With a high
polish finish, Vanilla Noir is perfect for creating vivid interiors with an unforgettable,
marble-inspired look.

matched with:

matched with:

20mm, polished

Acrylux
1583Z Cream

20mm, polished

Textured LM09
Dark Lady

Pianovo Gloss
U1200 Black

*Shade, movement and graining of actual
product may vary from sample or image.
We recommend that you select your preferred
slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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Textured U1980
Dark Brown
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Pianovo Matt
U1027 Icy White

Ultimo
collection

Fresh Concrete 4001

Lightweight and in vogue, this bespoke
range of slimline, Caesarstone 13mm
surfaces offers an ultra-modern aesthetic
without compromising on durability.

13mm, honed

Fresh Concrete is the lightest concrete-inspired design in the Caesarstone palette. With
a gentle, duck-egg motif, Fresh Concrete helps
to create a gentle industrial flavour in any interior design scheme.

matched with:

Statuario Maximus 5031
13mm, polished

Caesarstone’s new Statuario Maximus
marble-inspired design features broad shades
of grey veins sweeping across its soft white
base colour, further enriched by
delicate background veins.

Kristall Hellgrau
(Gloss or Satina)

Textile FB06
Condotti Condo

matched with:

Rugged Concrete 4033
Kristall Anthracite
(Gloss or Satina)

Textured U1200
Volcanic Black

13mm, honed (also available in 20mm)

New

With a raw visual appeal, Rugged Concrete’s
honed finish adds incredible depth and texture
to every interior it adorns. Inspired by nature’s mountainous, dark-grey rock and stone,
Rugged Concrete is ideal for adding an artisanal touch to your home.

matched with:

Sleek Concrete 4003

13mm, honed (also available in 20mm)
Inspired by industrial interior design trends,
Sleek Concrete is a fine-grained, deep
grey surface with an off-polish finish.
Sophisticated, yet demure, Sleek Concrete
creates a strong, neutral base from which
to add pops of colour to your design.

Pianovo Matt
U1191 Graubraun

matched with:

*Shade, movement and graining of actual

Acrylux 1850Z
Deep Red

Textile S027
French Gray

product may vary from sample or image.
We recommend that you select your preferred
slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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Textile S024
Piombo

Classico
collection

This classic, multi-colour collection ranges
from salt-and-pepper motifs to vivid colour
blends, ideal for a variety of residential and
commercial applications.

Nougat 6600
20mm, polished

Nougat is a classic, white surface with
organic, chunky quartz pieces in pale,
neutral tones. From far away it reads as a
white surface, but up close you can
appreciate the organic graining and the visual
texture it brings to the room.

matched with:

Pure White 1141
20mm, polished

Pure White is a luxurious, ultra-fine grained,
classic white surface that pairs well with
modern kitchen designs and bathroom
vanities. There is no movement in this
colour.

Acrylux
1206Z White

Textile S027
French Gray

matched with:

Shitake 4230
20mm, polished
Pianovo Matt
U1191 Graubraun

Textured
H336 Castello

Mushroom tones and organic movement
characterise Caesarstone Shitake. With
its neutral tones this colour works
well in a variety of design schemes.
Shitake is most similar to Clamshell.

matched with:

Clamshell 4130
20mm, polished

Clamshell is a chic, understated pale grey surface with gentle movement, making it a versatile surface for any design scheme. It’s most
similar to Shitake, but with lighter tones.

Acrylux
1583Z Cream

matched with:

*Shade, movement and graining of actual

Kristall Hellgrau
(Gloss or Satina)

Textile FA41
Delave Penelope

product may vary from sample or image.
We recommend that you select your preferred
slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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Textured
LM09 Dark Lady

Wild Rice 4360

Oyster 4030

20mm, polished

20mm, polished

With mottled shades of chocolate brown,
taupe and malt, Wild Rice offers an
organic look and feel, showcasing a lot
of movement in its patterning. Full of
texture, this surface adds real warmth to any
kitchen, restaurant or commercial interior.

Oyster is an elegant, medium grey surface with
a lot of movement and texture. This surface
is perfect for creating contrast with lighter
colours or for making a moody interior.

matched with:

matched with:

Acrylux 0113Z
Cappucino

Textile SO12
Yosemite

Pianovo Matt
U741 Lava

Raven 4120

Jet Black 3100

Raven’s deep grey tones are complemented
by subtle movement and light, white flecks that
help to break up what could be a severe design.
Raven is a bold countertop design that carries a
more masculine energy, but could be contrasted
beautifully in a light, feminine space.

Jet Black Caesarstone is bold and black with
little to no movement in the graining. If you
are looking for a straightforward, black, high
performance luxury surface, Jet Black is for
you.

matched with:

matched with:

20mm, polished

Pianovo Gloss
U1290 Basalt

20mm, polished

Textile S025
Blue Antico

Pianovo Gloss
U1200 Black

*Shade, movement and graining of actual
product may vary from sample or image.
We recommend that you select your preferred
slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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Textured R4264
Grey Oak
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Pianovo Matt
U1027 Icy White

Design Tools
Visualise Your Dream Space
Whether you’re designing a kitchen, bathroom or commercial space, the Caesarstone Visualiser is an ideal way
to explore different colour ideas, refine your style choices and share your design online with friends and family.
Please note that the Niemann colours are not available on
this platform. Contact Niemann directly to order samples
via email on admin@niemannsa.co.za

Inspiration Gallery
Be inspired by our online photo gallery which features
hundereds of kitchens and bathrooms created using the
Caesarstone colour range.

View & Buy
Use our online View & Buy locator, to discover dozens of
Caesarstone suppliers and / or fabricators in your area.
View & Buy also allows you to check showroom opening
hours and contact details.

Expert Advice
Not only can you follow CaesarstoneSA on Facebook, but
find us on Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube for
the latest and most up to date design ideas and news. Our
experts are also on hand via our helpline and LiveChat on
the website to answer any Caesarstone related questions
you might have.

Visit caesarstone.co.za to explore the latest
design ideas and inspiration.

Rugged Concrete 4033
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*Shade, movement and graining of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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Inspire to Design
For more information on Caesarstone:
caesarstone.co.za or 083 608 5810
For more information on NIEMANN:
www.niemannsa.co.za or 031 700 3961
©Copyright Caesarstone 2017
Front and back cover: Montblanc 5043
*Shade, movement and graining of actual product may vary from sample or image.
We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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